[Event-related Brain Potential Investigation Using Adaptive Wavelet Recovery Method].
The method of event-related brain potential (ERP) investigation was suggested. This method aims at obtaining an estimate of a structure of the chains of the local, maxima, obtained from wavelet-transform ERP matrix. The common approach for ERP analysis was represented. With this approach it was possible to form and detect the chains of the local maxima and minima of wavelet-transformation ERP matrix, The algorithms for adaptive recovery of ERP elements after forward wavelet-transform were described based on time scaling signals depicting separate elements of event-related components. When using the method for estimation of visual ERP it was found out that ERP components were formed with no less than 2-3 elements. These elements were the time and frequency domains. These domains being the basis for the adaptive recovery of ERP elements, having their certain latent time and amplitude features, can be independently of clinical and physiological importance. This method showed its stability toward the change in wavelet function (Morlet, WAVE) used during analysis. This method was used for SSVEP analysis. The new elements in SSVEP were detected. These elements were not constantly present in SSVEP spectrum.